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Let K be a commutative field, S a finite ordered set and K(S) the associative 
unital K-algebra freely generated by S which is the monoid K-algebra of the 
monoid W = W(S) of words over the alphabet S. 
Let F C K(S) be a system of polynomials and I = I(F) the two-sided ideal 
generated by F. A subset F C I is called a Griibner basis for I, if the set V(F) of 
leading monomials relative to the canonical degree-lexicographic ordering on 
W generates the monoid ideal V(Z), see [M2, (1.7), p. 1351. There is a unique 
reduced Grobner basis for I, see also [G]. 
G. Bergman, [B], was the first who made an important contribution to the 
construction of a Griibner basis F from F. Later T. Mora, [Ml], extended the 
Buchberger algorithm, see [Bl, B2], to the noncommutative case. 
It is a fundamental fact that for a general ideal I the reduced Griibner basis 
will be infinite. If for example Zcf,,) = Z,, is the ideal generated by the binary 
quadratic form fi, = CIS’ + bxy + c_v.u + dy2 in the variables s.~ with 
n = (u, h: c, d) E K4, then the reduced Grobner bases for I,, is infinite if and 
only if d(h - c) # 0, see (5.1). Thus finiteness of a Griibner bases for I,, is ob- 
tained only for a proper Zariski-closed subset of the parameter space K4. I ex- 
pect this to be true in general. It is thus necessary to work out techniques to 
determine infinite Grijbner bases, see also [U]. It sometimes occurs that one is 
able to introduce a new system S of variables such that a given ideal Z has a 
finite Griibner basis relative to S. Then a deduction of a Grbbner basis relative 
to the original system S of variables is possible. 
This principle which is somewhat similar to the Weierstrab preparation 
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theorem in complex analysis is used in Section 5 to determine Grobner bases 
for the ideals I,, introduced above. 
In cases of infinite Grobner bases for Z(F) one obtains a sequence (F,,),,. , 
such that F = U,yy, F,, is a Grobner basis of Z(F), see Section 4. If one is ableto 
construct F,, _ I recusively from F,,, , F,, )_ for all n and some Y, then F can be 
computed. In order to achieve this it might be of some help to have a reduction 
operator at hand as defined in Section 2. It is an extension of a method in the 
Knuth-Bendix algorithm, see [El. It uses the concept of strict left normal de- 
composition of elements in an monoid ideal of W, see Section 1, and its induced 
canonical left reduction operator, see (2.2). In Section 3 a Grobner basis cri- 
terion is deduced which is related to the diamond lemma in [B] and to the 
composition lemma, see [U2, (2.5) p. 301. 
1 am indebted to G. Bergman for acquainting me with relevant literature. 
I. LEFT NORMAL DECOMPOSITIONS 
Let S be a set and W = W(S) the monoid of words over (the alfabet) S, see for 
instance [BP, Chapter (0.3)] for basic notions. The length of a word 1;1’ E W will 
be denoted by L(ir); then L : W + N is a monoid morphism onto the additive 
monoid of natural numbers. 
For w E W let Wkv W := {IV, IVN’~ : ~‘1.1~2 E W} be the set of multiples of 11’. 
Let X C W and a E X. 
Definition. (I is called a non-multiple word in X, if a +! Wb W for all b E X, 
b # a. 
Denote by M(X) the set of all non-multiple words in X. Then M(M(X)) = 
M(X). 
Let H C W. 
Definition. H is called an ideal of W (more precisely: a two-sided monoid ideal 
in W), if Wh W 2 H for all h E H. 
The proof of the following statement is omitted as it is standard. 
Proposition 1.1. Let X, Y be subsets of W 
(i) There is a smallest ideal H(X) containing X; it is called the ideulgenerated 
by X. 
(ii) H(X) = UoEX WuW. 
(iii) H(M(X)) = H(X). 
(iv) M(H(X)) = M(X). 
(v) H(X) = H(Y) ifand on/y ifM(X) = M(Y). 
(vi) M(X) is th e unique minimal set which generates the ideal H(X). 
Obviously H(X) = W if and only if 1 E X. 
Let X C W. 1 $Z X. m. 11’ E W. 
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Definition. The triple (c, m, W) is called left normal relative to X, if c +! H(X) 
and m E M(X). 
Denote by N(X) the set of all left normal triples relative to X. Obviously 
N(M(X)) = N(X). 
The proof of the following statement is easily done by induction on L(h). 
Proposition 1.2. Let X C W, 1 6 A’. For h E H(X) there is (c, nz, w) E N(X) 
such that h = cnw. 
Let a = (ao. al ~ a*) with au, al, a2 E W - {I}. 
Definition. a is called an overlap of X, if aoal. ala? E M(X). 
Compare this definition with the notion of ‘overlap ambiguity’ in [B, p. 1811. 
Denote by D(X) the set of overlaps of X; it is responsible for doubles of left 
normal decompositions, if D(X) # a. Obviously D(X) = D(M(X)). 
Proposition 1.3. Let (c,m, w), (c’,m’; u.‘) E N(X) btlith cmw = c’m’w!’ and 
L(c) < L(c’). 
(i) ZfL(c) = L(c’), then m = m’, 11’ = u”. 
(ii) Zf’L(c) < L(c’), h t ere is a unique a = (ao. 01, ~2) E D(X) such that 
m = UOUI 
m = aoal. 
Moreover c’ = cao and w = azw’. 
Proof. It follows from [GH, Proposition 2.31. 0 
Corollary 1.4. For h E H(X) there is a unique left normal triple (c. m, w) E N(X) 
such that 
(i) h = crn,t’. 
(ii) Zf(c’,m’, w’) E N(X) with h = c’m’w’, then L(c) 5 L(c’). 
The triple (c. m, w) icill he called the strict left normal decomposition qf h. 
Proof. Immediate by Proposition 1.2 and 1.3, (i). 0 
Let No(X) be the set of all strict left normal decompositions of all words in 
H(X). 
Corollary 1.5. The map No(X) + H(X), (c. m, w) H cmw, is htjective 
Let Do(X) := {( ao,al,a2) E D(X) : a0 =X./J with .Y E S and (O.aIaz. 1) E 
No(X)}; it is called the set of strict left overlaps of X. 
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Example. If X = {x”}, .Y E S, then D(X) = { (_xk, _Pk, xk) : 1 < k 5 n - 11 
while Do(X) = {(x3 x+‘. x)}. 
2. CANONICAL REDUCTION OPERATORS 
Let K be a commutative field, S a finite ordered set and K(S) the K-algebra of 
polynomials in non-commuting variables from S and coefficients from K. By 
definition K(S) is the monoid K-algebra K[ W] of the monoid W = W(S) of 
words over S, see [C, (0.7), p. 301, for basic properties of K(S). If U(S) is the 
K-vectorspace, freely generated by S, then K(S) is canonically isomorphic to 
the tensor algebra of U(S). 
For-f’ E K(S) let Supp(f) be the smallest subset Tof W such that the K-vec- 
torspace K[T] generated by Tcontainsf; it is called the support off. It is finite 
and non-empty, if f # 0. If f # 0 denote by Vu) the maximum of Suppcf) 
with respect to the degree lexicographic ordering on Winduced by the ordering 
on S, see [M2, p. 1351. It is called Short Lex ordering in [E, (2.51, p. 551. We will 
call V(f) the leading monomial off: 
For any 1~ E W, f E K(S) there is a unique x,,,(.f) E K such that ~1 # 
suppdf’ - Xl,,(J‘>~+ ‘t 1 is called the coefficient of ~1 inJ Obviously x,,,(J) = 0 iff 
I-L’ $ Supp(J‘) and~f = C x,,,(f)n where th e sum is extended over all monomials 
in Supp(J’). 
The map V : K(S) - (0) + W which associates to each f E K(S), f # 0, its 
leading monomial will be called the leading monomial map. Let G be a subset 
of K(S) - (0). 
Definition. G is called simple with respect to leading monomials, if 
(i) V(G) = MV(G), where V(G) := {V(g) : g f G} is the set of leading 
monomials of polynomials in G and MV(G) is the set of non-multiple words in 
V/(G). 
(ii) The restriction VlG : G + V(G) is injective. 
If G is simple with respect to leading monomials, the map VlG : G + V(G) 
is bijective. Let No V(G) be the set of all strict left normal decompositions rel- 
ative to V(G) in the sense of Section I and denote by g the inverse map of VlG 
which associates to u E V(G) the unique g(l,) E G such that V(g(u)) = c. 
If P(G) := (hgjv)tc : (h, 71. w) E No V(G)}, then V(P(G)) = HI/(G) where 
HV(G) = H( V(G)) is the ideal in Wgenerated by V(G). 
Proposition 2.1. P(G) u ( W - HV(G)) is u K-base qf’K(S). 
Proof. As YIP(G) : P(G) --+ HV( G) is bijective by (l&5), one can easily prove 
by induction relative to the deglex ordering that P(G) is K-linearly independent 
and K[P(G)] @ K[W - HP’(G)] = K(S). 0 
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Proposition 2.2. Let G be simple with respect to leading monomials. There is a 
unique K-linearprojection operator po : K(S) -+ K(S) with 
(i) Ker(po) = K[p(G)] := K-l inear subspace generated by p(G). 
(ii) Im PC = K[W - HP’(G)]. 
The operator PG is called the canonical left reduction map relative to G. 
Proof. Let PG be the projection onto the second summand with respect to the 
decomposition K(S) = K[P(G)] CB K[W - HP’(G)] of (2.1). Then (i), (ii) are 
immediate and uniqueness is obvious. 0 
Proposition 2.3. 
(i) Ker(pc) is a right ideal in K(S). 
(ii) Ker(pG) is contained in the two-sided ideal I(G) generated by G. 
(iii) Lff E I(G), then oocf) E Z(G). 
(iv) PGCfif2)=PG(PG(fi).f2)foranYfi.f2 E K(S). 
Proof. (1) gw’ E P(G) for any g E G, w E W because (1, V(g), kit) E NO V(G). 
(2) bgw E Z(G) for any b.w E W, g E G. Thus P(G) C I(G) and 
Ker(pc) C I(G), as P(G) is a K-base of Ker(pG). 
(3) PG(PG(f)-f) = (PGOPG)(f) -PG(f‘) =o as PC is a projection OP- 
erator and thus PG o PG = PG. Thus PC(f) -f E Ker(pG) C I(G) by (ii) and 
PG(.f) E I(G), iff E I(G). 
(4) PG((~I -PGUI))~) =Oby (3) and (i).Thus PG(.~I.~z) =PG(PGUI).~~). 0 
Proposition 2.4. Let J be a two-sided ideal and G C J. 
If G is simple with respect to leading monomials and V(G) = MI/(J), then 
Ker(pG) = J. 
Proof. Letf’ E J. Then PC(f) E J as &(f’) -J’ E Ker(pc) by Proposition 2.3. 
As PC(f) E K[W - HP’(J)], it follows that PC(f) = 0 because otherwise 
v(&(,f)) E V(J) and not in W - HP’(J) which is a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let G C K(S) - (0) b e simple with respect to leading mono- 
mials. 
Then there is a uniquesubset G C K(S) - (0) such that the.fol1owingpropertie.s 
hold. 
(i) G isnormed, i.e. c(h) := x+)(h) = 1 for all h E G. 
(ii) G is simple with respect to leading monomials and V(G) = V(G). 
(iii) pi; = PG. 
(iv) supp(h) C { V(h)} U ( W - HV(G)),for all h E G. 
PrOOf. If g E G and g := V(g) - pC( V(g)). then PC(g) = 0 as pi = PG. As 
suPPPc(v(g)) < V(g) we get V(g) = V(g) and c(g) = 1. Let G := {g : g E G}. 
Then G is normed, simple with respect to leading monomials and V(G) = V(G). 
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Also G & Kerpc = P(G). From the decompositions W(G)1 @ 
K[W - HV( W)] = K[P(G)] @ K[W - HP’(G)] we get f’(G) = P(G) as 
HI/(G) = WV(G). Thus pc = pi;. 
As supppc( V(g)) C HV(G) for ail g E G, we get (iv). 
Uniqueness of G is obvious from these considerations. 0 
Definition. G is called reduced, if G = G. 
G is reduced and is called the associated reduced system of G. 
3. CRijBNER BASIC CRITERION 
Let F C K(S), V(F) the set of leading monomials of polynomials # 0 from F 
and D V(F) the set of overlaps of V(F) as defined in Section 1. 
Denote by b(F) the set of pairs (a, f) where a = (~0, aI, a*) E D V(F) and 
.I” = (fi. .h) E F x F with V(_f,) = ugar, I/@) = UIUZ. Then ,fi? f2 E M(F) := 
I:;)” : v(f) E MI/(F)) w h ere MI/(F) is the set of non-multiple words of 
b(F) is called the overlap configuration of F; it is related to the minimal sets 
of obstructions OBS( j) in [M2, Section 5, p. 1551. For any (u, ,f) E b(F) let 
h(u, f) := c(fi )uof; - c(f2)f 1~2, where c(J) = xv(,i) (,f;) is the coefficient of 
V(fi) inJ. 
Proposition 3.1. V(h(u, ,f)) < u0u1u2fi)r uny (u> f) E b(F). 
Proof. V(u&) = u. V(f2) and V(f2) = ulu2 which shows that V(u,&) = uout ~(2. 
In the same way one can see that V’(J;uz) = uoutuz. 
As xaoo,rrz (01 b0h1 = 01 k(.fd and x~,,,~,,~,~ (4Wi 4 = 4hMf1 L one 
gets UOUIU~ @’ Supp(h(cr, .f’)) which shows the assertion. 0 
Let D’(F) := {h(u,f) : (u,f) E b(F)}; ‘t 1 IS called the induced overlap system 
of F. 
Let&(F) := {(u>,f) E b(F) : a E DO V(F)} and D,!,(F) := {h(u,f‘) : (~.,f’) E 
ho(F)}. 
Let F c K(S). G C F and assume that G is simple with respect to leading 
monomials. 
Definition. G is called a regular reduction system for F, if V(G) = MV(F) 
The following criterion for G to be a Grobner basis is related to the main result 
in [B] and to the composition lemma in [U2, p. 301. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a regular reduction system for F and assume that 
F u DA(G) c Ker(po). where pG is the canonical left reduction mup qf G us defined 
in Section 3. Then Ker(po) = Z(F). 
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Proof. (1) Ker(pc) C I(G) G Z(F). 
(2) Ker(po) is a right ideal, see Proposition 3.2, (i). 
(3) It suffices to show that Ker(pc) is also a left ideal, since Ker(pc) contains 
F. 
As P(G) = {bg(vo)w : (b, wo, NJ) E No?‘(G)} g enerates Ker(po) as a K-vector- 
space, it is enough to show that for any x E S the polynomial xhg(vo)w E 
Ker(pc) for any (b, ~0, w) E NO V(G). 
As Ker(po) is a right ideal, it is enough to prove that xhg(vo) E Ker(pc) for 
any (~,uo, 1) E NoI/( 
This will be done in (4) ~ (5) below 
(4) Assume first that xb $ HI’(G). Let (c, m, u) be the strict left normal de- 
composition of xb~e, see Corollary 1.4. 
Case 1: c # 1. 
Then c E x W and there is c’ E W such that c = xc’. We can cancel x from the 
equation xbwo = xc’mu and get bvo = c’mu. As (b, ~0, 1) is the strict left normal 
decomposition of bvo, one obtains L(c’) > L(b) from Corollary 1.4. Thus 
c’ E h W and there is c” E W such that c’ = hc”. Therefore 6~0 = bc”mu 
and ~0 = c”mu. As ~0 is a non-multiple word in HV(G), we can con- 
clude c” = u = 1. Thus c’ = b, c = xb and (c,m,u) = (.xb,wo> 1). Thus 
(x-h)g(vo) E P(G). 
Case 2: c = 1. 
Then mu = xbwo and L(b) 5 L(m), because if L(h) > L(m), then 
L(u) > L(Q) and u = w]wo,mw1 = xb and xb E HV(G). Thus m E xbW and 
there is ai E W such that m = xbal. Then xbalu = xbwo and thus ai u = vs. This 
shows that u := (xb,ul, u) E &V(G), as ai # 1, because xh $ HI/(G), com- 
pare Proposition 1.3. 
Let gi E G such that ,u(gi) = m, cl := c(gl). Then /z(u,g) = clxbgo - coglu E 
DA(G) C Ker(pc). Asgiu E P(G) C Ker(po) also xbgo E Ker(pc). 
(5) We are left to prove that xbg(wo) E Ker(po). if xb E HI/(G). 
This will be done by showing the following more general statement: 
wg E Ker(pc), if w E W, g E G. 
The proof is by induction on wv(g) with respect to the deglex ordering on IV 
Thus by the hypothesis we know that w’g’ E Ker(po) if M” E W, g’ E G and 
\v’V(g’) < beg. If w = 1, then wg = g E Ker(po) trivially. Let L(w) > 1 and 
w = xw’, x E S. Then L(w’) < L( ) w an d w’ < w. Thus w’g E Ker(pc) by the hy- 
pothesis. There are c, E K, pi E P(G), 1 5 i 5 Y. p; #pi for i fj, such that 
w’g = Cy=i tip;. Let p; = bigiw, with (bi, V(gi). w;) E NoV(G) and V(pi) > 
V(pj) for i <j. Then xp; E Ker(po) for any i > 2 by the hypothesis. If 
xbl $2 HV(G), then xblglwl E Ker(pc) by (4). Assume that xbl E HV(G). Then 
there is 4 E P(G) such that V(q) = xbl. Then q - c(q) V(q) = CUE Cl c,u, c,, E 
K, c(q) := xv(y)(q), and u < xbl for all u E U. By the hypothesis ugl E Ker(p<;) 
for all u E U, as V(ugr) < WV(~). Thus (q - c(q)V(q))gl E Ker(pc) and 
V(q)gl E Ker(pG) as qgl E Ker(po) and c(q) # 0. Thus xblglwl E Ker(pG) 
which shows that xw’g = wg E Ker(pG). q 
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Corollary 3.3. G is a Griibner basis ofl(F), i.e. HI/(G) = V(I(F)). 
The associatedreducedsystem G is the reduced Griibner basis qfI(F), see [M2]. 
Proof. V(Ker(pc)) = V(P(G)) = HV(G). 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let f E K(S), f # 0, w = V(f) and assume that D({v}) = 0. 
Then {f} is a Griibner basis ofZ(f). 
4. EXTENDED SYSTEM 
For any F 2 K(S) let E(F) := F U DA(F), where D;(F) is the strict left induced 
overlap system of F. We consider E as a map P(K(S)) + P(K(S)) where 
P(K(S)) is the system of subsets of K(S). 
Denote by R(F) the union of F with all sets ~G(F), where G is a regular re- 
duction system for F. We also consider R as a map from P(K(S)) into itself. 
Let F, := (R o E)“(F), where (R o E)” 1 s the n-th power of the composition 
RoEofRwithEandFs=F. 
Let F := U,“=, F,,; it is called the extended system of F. 
Proposition 4.1. R(F) = F, E(F) = F. 
Proof. (1) Di(Fo) C E(F,) C (R 0 E)(F,) = F,,,, We will show in (2) - (4) that 
D;(F) cr F. 
(2) Let X C Y be subsets of W. Then M(Y) n X C M(X). As V(F,) C: V(F) 
one gets that MI’(F) n V(Fn) C MV(F,,). For any IV E MV(F), n’= 
u(f), f E F, there is n E N such that f f F,. Thus IV E V(Fn) and M* E MV(F,). 
This shows that MV(F) C IJ,“a MV(F,,). 
(3) Let (a.f) E D(F) b e an overlap configuration of F! a = (a(,, al, ~2) E 
&V(F), f = (f, fz) E F x F. Then there is 12 such that ft,fi E F,,. Then by (1) 
aoat, ata2 E MV(F,) and (~,f) E &(F,). This shows that &(F) C U,“(,, 
fio(F,). 
(4) Let (a,f) E &(F) and (u,f) E &(F,). Then h(a,f) E DA(F,). This 
shows that DA(F) & Urzo Dh(F,). As D,$(F,) C F,+ I one gets D;(F) C UzXo 
F - F. n+l- 
(5) Let G be a regular reduction system for F and p = PC the canonical left 
reduction relative to G. 
Let f E F. We have to show that p(f) E F. p(f) -f is a finite K-linear com- 
bination CT=, c;b;g(vi)wj with c; E K, v; E MI/(F)! b;, w; E W such that 
(b;, ‘u;, w;) E NO V(G), where g : V(G) + C? is the inverse map to V : G + V(G). 
There is n E N such that f E F,,, g(q) E Fn for all i. 
Now {g(q) : 1 5 i < r} C F,, is simple relative to leading monomials. It can 
be extended to regular reduction system G, for E(F,,), because U, E M Y(E(F,,)). 
Then (b;, vi, w,) t NoV(G,) and thus p(f) -f E Ker(po,). Therefore p(J’) = 
PC,(f) E (ROE)(K) C F,+I CF. 
This shows that j?(F) 2 F. 0 
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Proposition 4.2. F isa Griibner basisfbr Z(F), i.e. Hi’(F) = V(Z(F)). 
Proof. (1) By induction on n one proves that F, C Z(F) for all n E N. Fo = F C: 
Z(F). Let n > 0 and assume that Fn s Z(F). As D’(F,) C Z(F) we have E(F,) C 
Z(F). 
Let G be a regular reduction system for E(F,). Then pc(Z(F)) & Z(F) as 
Zj~(f) -f E Ker(pc) for any f E K(S) and Ker(po) C: Z(G) by Proposition 2.3. 
If f E Z(F), p&“) E Ker(pc) + Z(F) G Z(F). Thus pc(E(F,)) & Z(F) and also 
(R 0 E)(Z’,;,) = 6t+ I _ C Z(F). This proves that I’(F) C V(Z(F)). As obviously 
V(Z(F)) is an ideal in W, also HI’(F) C V(Z(F)). 
(2) As D’(F) C F by Proposition 4.1, we can apply Proposition 3.2. If G is a 
regular reduction system for F, then pa(F) = {0}, as PC(~) E K[ W - HI’(G)] 
for any f E K(S). If f E F, pc(f) EF and as HI’(G) = HI’(F) this is possible 
only if p&f) = 0. 
By Proposition 3.2 Ker(pc) = Z(F). By Proposition 2.2 we get V(Ker(pc) = 
HI’(G). Thus V(Z(F)) = W(G) = W(F). 0 
Remark. There are many variations of the above construction of a Grobner 
basis for Z(F). One of them is as follows: 
Let R(F) := U,“=, R”(F). If F is finite, there is n E N such that 
R(F) = Rn(F). If G is a regular reduction system of R(F), then pc(R(F)) = 0. 
This can be proved as in step (5) in the proof of Proposition 4.1. This shows that 
the associated reduced system G of G generates Z(R(F)) = Z(F). One can’show 
that it is uniquely determines by F; it will be denoted by T(F). 
Let now ro(F) := T(F) and define T,(F) inductively by Z(E(Z,,_ l(F))). 
Then l-l:=, T,(F) is a Grdbner basis of Z(F). 
5. BINARY QUADRATIC FORMS 
Let n = (u, b, c, d) E K4 - (0) and f, = ax* + bxy + cyx + dy* E K(x: y). By 
applying the algorithm of Section 4 one can find the reduced Grobner basis for 
all values of n. These involve lengthy computation which we do not present. 
Instead we construct in the non-trivial case d(b - c) # 0 a sequence 
{hn : n E N} and prove that it is the reduced Grobner basis by using a change of 
variable method and a dimension argument. We want to determine first the 
ideal V,, := I’(Zll) of leading monomials of the ideal Z,, := Z(f,,) generated by j;, 
with respect to the deglex ordering for which x < J’. 
Proposition 5.1. 
(i) Zf d = 0, then V,, = H( V(f7/)). Zf d # 0 and b = c. ad = b’, then 
v,, = H(y2) = Wy 2 W. 
(ii) Zf d # 0, b = c and ad # b*, then If,, = H({y’.yx2}. 
(iii) Ifd # 0, b # c, then V,, = H({yx”y : n E N}). 
Proof. (1) If d = 0 and (b, c) # (O,O), then D(u(~,,)) = /zr. It follows from 
Corollary 3.4 that fi, is a Grobner basis of I,,. 
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If d = c = h = 0, then fV = d .y2 and it is clear that I’(&,) = H(Y’). 
(2) Assume from now on that d # 0 and let f := f,, I := I,,. Then Yf -JY = 
ayx’ + hYxY + cy’x - ax2Y - bxy2 - cyxy and f, := d(yf - fy) - cfx + bxf = 
duyx2 + dbyxy - c(ax’ + bxy + cyx)x - dux2y + bx(ax2 + bxy + cyx) - dcyxy = 
u(b - c)x’ + (b2 - du)x2y + (da - c2)yx’ + d(b - c)yxy E ZII. 
(3) If b = c, then fl = (b’ - du)(x2y - yxl). If ad = b2, one gets from Pro- 
position 3.2 that {f } is a Griibner basis of I. Then V(f) = y2. 
If ad # b2, then it is easy to check that {f, fi} is a Griibner basis of Z and 
V(Z) = ff({Y2,YX2)). 
(4) Assume from now on that d(b - c) # 0. We will show that for all n E N 
there is h, E Z such that 
h, = yxny+h,: 
with h: E Un+2 := K-vectorspace generated by .9-t2 and {xkyxnm k + ’ : 0 I 
kln+l}. 
Proof of this claim: If ho = d-‘f, then ho = y* + h(, with hl, E U2. If h’ = 
&.fi with f’ as in (2), then h’ - yxy E U3. Assume that n 2 2 and that the 
existence of h,, has been proved for m < n. 
Let Zzi _’ = c;I-=o o&y.Fk + px ‘I+’ with o!k, p E K. 
Then S,, := dyhnpl -jiy”- ’ = EYE0 dakyx”yx”-” + d/3yxn 1-I - ux”+‘y - 
bxyxy ” -’ - cyx”y E I. 
If c # 0, then h, := (-c-*)Sn + ci=, dakc-‘hkxnpk = yx’y + h; with h; E 
u n+2, as hkx”-k+’ - yx”yx n-kp’ = h,$+“+’ E Uk+2. _xnek C Unf2 and _ 
XYX n-‘y+xh,:_, E xU,,+l 5 U,,2 
If c = 0, we have b # 0 and 6,: := dh,-‘y ~ yx”-‘f = Cdc~kx~yx”-~y+ 
dj?x”+ ’ y - uyxn+ ’ - byxny E I. 
Then h, := (-b-l)liA + cf=, dcqb-‘xkh,,_k = yx”y + h,/, with h; E Cl,,+?, 
because -~~y.?-~ y + xkh,,-k+, = xkh,/pk E xkU&+2 c U,,+2. 
(5) Let G := {h,, : n E N} C Z. Then G is simple with respect to leading 
monomials, since V(h,) = yx”y. All polynomials in P(G), see Proposition 2.1, 
are homogeneous, as all h, are homogeneous. Thus we obtain by a slight gen- 
eralization of Proposition 2.1 a direct decomposition K(x, y), = K[P,,] $ U,,, 
where P,, = {p E P(G) : p is of degree n} and K(x, y), is the K-vectorspace of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree n. This proves that the codimension of 
K[P,] in K(x, y), is n f 1. 
(6) Let Z, = Z n K(x, y),, be the K-vectorspace of homogeneous polynomials 
of degree n in I. Then Z = @,“=, I,. 
We claim that the codimension of Z, in K(x, Y)~ is n + 1. 
Proof of this claim: (i) Let Z? be an algebraic closure of K and Z the ideal in 
Z?(x, y), generated byf. It follows easily from Proposition 2.1 that the reduced 
Grobner basis of f is the reduced Griibner basis of I. If ZN = K(x, y) n 7, then 
f = @,“=” I,? and the Z?-codimension of Z, in Z?(x, y) equals the K-codimension 
of Z, in K(x, y). 
Therefore we may and will asume that K is algebraically closed. 
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(ii) A matrix 
gives rise to an automorphism cp,,* of K(x, y) such that p,,?(s) = ox + &v. q,,,(~‘) = 
7.X + 6.r. 
There is a matrix m E GL2(K) such that V(g) # J’. if g = p,,,(j). 
As d(h - L.) # 0 one can check that V(g) # .Y?. Thus V(g) E {x.v. _rs} and one 
can assume without loss of generality that V(g) = Y-Y. 
Let I’ be the ideal in K(x,J?) generated by g, I,: = I’ n K(.Y,J),!. Then 
1,: = cp,,,(Z,,) and the codimension of Z, in K(x,y), is equal to the codimension of 
I,I in K(x, y),,. 
It is an easy exercise to show that the codimension of 1,: in K(.u, y),, is n + 1. 
This completes the proof. 
(7) As P, c I,, we get from (5), (6) that K[P,,] = I,,. Thus K[P] = I and G is 
the reduced Grobner basis of I. 
So especially MV(Z) = V(G) = {JX”Y : n E N}. 0 
In the course of (5.1) we have also shown 
Corollary 5.2. The reduced Griibner basis qf Z7, is{h,, : n E N}. ifd(b - c) # 0. 
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